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Scenario I: II Battle of Algeciras, 12-13 July 1801 
 

 
After the victory over the English fleet on 7 July, the French fleet with the captured 
Hannibal took refuge in the port of Algeciras while the English fleet to the one in the near 
Gibraltar. 
The damaged French fleet of Rear Admiral Linois requested reinforcements to Cadiz being 
personified the day 10 a powerful squad of French-Spanish aid directed by Lieutenant 
General Juan Joaquin Brown. 
Far from intimidating the English squadron, he redoubled his efforts. 
On the 12th, at night, the Spanish fleet sails slowly near the coast, weighted by the little walk 
of the damaged French. 
Lieutenant General Moreno has arranged the fleet in three lines with the damaged French in 
front line and the powerful Real Carlos and San Hermenegildo next to the ship of line Saint 
Antoine in the rear. 
The English vengeful Saumarez on the other hand are fast approaching with the most 
advanced Superb directed by Captain Keats with the mission to hinder the fleet. 
The biggest naval disaster of the Spanish navy is about to begin.  
 
Special Rules :  
Initiative :  +1 English winning ties. In the first turn it is directly English without roll.  
Slow navigation: No Spanish-French vessel can sail more than 2 UM to the west rim 
while do not fight . The ships Real Carlos and San Hermenegildo can never move more than 3 
UMs. 
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Red Bullets :  In the first round, the English player can declare that he is firing with a red 
bullet. Produces fires; That is to say, in addition to the damage produced, there are as many 
fires as half of damage points that have occurred (if there is no damage, repeat throw) This 
ammunition can only be used at the beginning 
of combat, and must pass two rounds until another ammunition can be used other than this 
one (nothing can be recharged until the cannons are cooled). Their use was considered 
inhuman. 
Night combat: can only be fired at close range or medium range. 
Duration of the match: 4 hours of combat; From 20h to 24h (16 rounds) 
S .  Hermenegildo:  it is controlled by the English player until it is taken by collision or 
sunk, with the mission of damaging the R. Carlos in every possible way, or to any other allied 
ship that approaches him. 
Wind SSE; Light breeze (no inertia) 
Observe the Spanish coastline. 

 
Option B, non-historical: 

 
In Option A, all English ships are 1UM away except the Superb which is at 6 UM 
from Caesar. 
The Spaniards are at 2 UM, except the S. Antonie who is at 
3 of the Real Carlos, and this one is to 1UM of S. Hermenegildo. 
The Spanish avant-garde is 
4 from the rear. 
The Superb is to 1UM of the R.Carlos 


